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Abstract

In this paper, we attempt to classify the pre- and postoperation cardiac conditions of ST-elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI) utilizing seismocardiography (SCG)
and gyrocardiography (GCG) signals recorded solely by a
smartphone. SCG and GCG signals were recorded from 20
MI patients who were admitted to Emergency Department
of Turku Hospital. Two measurements were recorded from
each subject, one before they proceeded to percutaneous
coronary intervention (pre-operation) and one afterwards
(post-operation) with an average time interval of 2 days.
Noise and artefact removal were applied to the signals and
subsequently 25 features were extracted. Two classification algorithms, random forest (RF) and support vector
machines (SVM), were deployed to discriminate the two
cardiac conditions. Accuracy rates of 74% and 78% were
obtained for RF and SVM, respectively. The results indicate that smartphone SCG-GCG based ischaemia analysis
has clinical implications that warrants further investigations.

1.

Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remains to be the most
common cause of death in the world [1]. Among CVDs,
sudden cardiac death accounts for approximately 50% of
the cardiovascular deaths [1]. Unfortunately, the majority of fatalities in the community occur in low risk coronary patients or in individuals without any history of cardiac diseases [1]. For this group, the challenge is how to
help them to interpret the unexpected symptoms correctly
and make them to call an ambulance instead of waiting the
symptoms to disappear. Advanced therapies like coronary
angioplasty or implantable defibrillators are of no value to
the majority of victims, who do not survive to reach the
medical care.
Acute myocardial infarction (MI) is a condition where
the coronary arteries become fully blocked due to accu-

mulated plaques. Monitoring cardiac conditions of the MI
patients after receiving percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) and hospital discharge remains to be challenging.
It has been shown that, early physician follow-up (within
7 days) has a significant impact on reducing readmission
[2]. However, long waiting periods may hinder the intime examination. Early detection of MI after its onset
has a great impact on the survival rate and the rehabilitation process of the patients [3]. However, it usually takes
a long time until patients are transferred to clinics, diagnosed, and respectively treated [3]. Reducing the diagnosis
time requires an easy to follow and accessible examination
technique. Remote cardiac monitoring techniques in this
case are of significant value [4]. A proper remote monitoring technique is required to be pervasive, available at low
cost, and portable. On the other hand, to remotely monitor MI patients who are generally elderly adults, additional
hardware to purchase or complex preparations reduce the
pervasiveness and success rate. Cardiac monitoring using
smartphone mechanocardiography (MCG) sounds appropriate as it requires neither additional devices nor special
instructions to follow. Seismocardiography (SCG) [5] and
gyrocardiography (GCG) [6] have been considered for cardiac monitoring in a number of different studies and provided promising results [7].
This study aimed to investigate the feasibility of cardiac
monitoring of ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI)
patients using solely a smartphone. Such a monitoring
system can be deployed to assess whether the mechanical functioning of the heart has changed after receiving
PCI. The measurement can be carried out quickly and with
minimal preparations by a single smartphone placed on the
chest without the need for any additional devices.
The contributions of this paper as compared to our previously published results [8] are new improved artefact removal and new features used in classification of pre- and
post-operation conditions of STEMI. The artefact removal
is crucial in pre-operation measurements and in the intended final use case, because patients may have chest pain

and anxiety which exacerbates conditions for collection of
mechanocardiographic data.

2.

Materials

The data analyzed in this study comprises of measurements from 20 MI patients who were admitted to the Emergency Department of Turku Hospital. From each patient,
one measurement was acquired immediately upon the admission and another one after receiving treatment (PCI).
The lengths of measurements were all less than 3 minutes with a sampling rate of 200Hz. The data consists of
triaxial SCG as well as triaxial GCG signals [6] captured
by the inertial measurement unit of a single smartphone
placed on the bare chest of the study subjects. The subjects were all in supine position while the measurements
were captured.
We considered patients having diagnosed STEMI by
a standard examination including 12-lead ECG and
biomarker tests. Informed consents were collected from
all study subjects and Helsinki declaration was strictly followed. Ethical approval was obtained in advance from the
Ethics Committee of Hospital District of the South-West
Finland.

Pre-processing
Coarse noise-removal filter: 4th order Butterworth filter,
3dB bandpass 3-50 Hz.
Cut off two seconds from the beginning and the end of
the recording.

Motion artefact removal
Compute triaxial signal vector magnitude for SCG and
GCG separately.
Divide the signal into nonoverlapping segments of 1 s
and compute Shannon entropy for each segment.
Apply WMAD criterion to define outliers. Remove outliers and concatenate remaining segments.
Repeat this process once

Feature extraction
Transform to zero-mean and unit variance.
Extract 25 features from each SCG and GCG channel.

3.

Methods

3.1.

Pre-processing

A flowchart of all the different steps of analysis pipeline
is presented in Fig. 1.
The raw SCG and GCG signals were all bandpass filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter with pass-band
frequencies between 3 to 50Hz. Baseline drift, respirationinduced chest movements, and high-frequency noise were
removed by the aforementioned filtering. To account for
the unwanted smartphone movements induced by turning
on/off the recording, a period of 2 seconds were dropped
from the data at the beginning and end of the recordings.

3.2.

Artefact Removal

Smartphone acquired signals from the chest were
slightly contaminated by movement artefacts. Artefact removal was handled by adopting a new method deploying
segmentation and entropy estimation. This process was
performed for each of the SCG and GCG signals separately. In detail, the triaxial signal vector magnitude for the
SCG and GCG signals were computed and were split into
non-overlapping segments of 1 second and for each segment Shannon entropy was estimated. A vector of Shannon entropy values were therefore obtained for each signal
vector magnitude where each value corresponded to a single segment. Outliers of the Shannon entropy vectors were

Classification
Apply LOOCV, and iterate 100 times, aggregate the
confusion matrices.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the analysis pipeline.
identified and the segments corresponding to those outlying values were discarded from the original SCG and GCG
signals. At the end, the remained segments were concatenated together to reconstruct an artefact-free signal.
Two-stage outlier removal was carried out by first computing Shannon entropy values of the segmented original signals. These Shannon entropy values were then
compared against a weighted median absolute deviation
(WMAD) criterion. The median absolute deviation [9] was
weighted by defining a new variable equal to the fraction
of interpercentile range [10-90 percentile] and interquartile range [25-75 percentile]. Signal segments corresponding to the outlying values (artefact segments) of Shannon
entropy vector were discarded and the remaining segments
were concatenated to form a reconstructed signal. After
the first round of reconstruction, there was another artefact removal following the same above-mentioned process.
The reconstructed signals after the second stage of artefact
removal were fed into a feature extractor algorithm.

Table 1. List of extracted features.
Features
mean
standard deviation
25th percentile
75th percentile
interquartile range
median
peak-to-peak range
skewness
kurtosis
root mean square
dominant frequency
spectral centroid
relative energy of DWTD1
cross-correlation
relative energy of DWTD2
cross-entropy
relative energy of DWTD3
mutual information
relative energy of DWTA3
bandwidth
Fourier transform entropy
signal entropy
relative Fourier energy entropy
relative DWT energy entropy
relative energy of each axis as compared to signalvector-magnitude

3.4.

Classification and Cross-Validation

Two classifiers, Random forest (RF) [11] and support
vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function kernel
[12], were deployed in this study. A forest of size 128 trees
[13] was used in this study. Model validation was handled by leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOOCV).
To clarify the variance of the classification for each classifier, we repeated the LOOCV for 100 iterations and aggregated the results. The results of the repeated LOOCVs
are presented by confusion matrices with overall accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity calculated. Data pre-processing,
feature extraction, and classification were all performed by
Python 3.6.

4.

Results

Segments of length 2 seconds were used for entropy estimation. An example Z-axis SCG signal before and after
the 2-stage artefact removal is presented in Fig. 2.
Throughout each LOOCV, two measurements were left
out at a time as there were two measurements from
each subject, one before receiving PCI treatment (preoperation) and one afterwards (post-operation). The predictions of the classifiers were stored and at the end concatenated. This means, the formed confusion matrices of
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After transforming the artefact-free signals to zero-mean
and unit variance, a combination of statistical and signal
processing features were extracted from all the signals.
From each channel of the data 25 features [10] were extracted as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. An example of motion-artifact removal from Zaxis of SCG. The top panel shows the band-pass filtered
signal. The middle and bottom panels show the outcome
of the first and second stages of the artifact removal algorithm. The red color components are selected as motionartifacts to be discarded from the signal.
100 iterations of LOOCV were all aggregated. According to the aggregated confusion matrices, the overall accuracy levels of 74% and 78% were obtained for RF and
SVM classifiers. For RF, the specificity (proportion of correctly identified post-operation cases) was higher than the
sensitivity (proportion of correctly identified pre-operation
cases). RF delivered specificity and sensitivity values of
78% and 70%. In contrast, SVM rendered higher sensitivity. The specificity and sensitivity rates of SVM classifier
were 75% and 80%, respectively.

5.

Discussion and Conclusions

A two-stage non-parametric artefact removal was
adopted in this study mainly because the signals contain
artefacts with different probability distributions. The twostage artefact removal was selected empirically.
By considering translational (SCG) and rotational
(GCG) precordial vibration patterns, we could moderately
discriminate pre- and post-operation states of MI patients
who went through PCI.
As shown in Fig. 3, the SCG and GCG signals recorded
before the PCI look different from the signals recorded afterwards. According to our observations, identifying such
dissimilarities, although dependent on the anatomical location of the atherosclerotic plaque, can be feasible using acceleration and angular velocity signals recorded by smartphones.
Classifying the heart conditions of STEMI patients, us-
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Figure 3. The morphological changes of Z-axis of SCG and Y-axis of GCG for a sample subject. The upper row corresponds to pre-operation while the bottom row corresponds to post-operation.
ing ubiquitous technologies different from the gold standard ECG, may be possible in near future. This study together with our previous contribution by Lahdenoja et al.
[8] serve as initial indications of possibility of implementing such a system utilizing only MCG signals.
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